An effective method in practice to compute quality Delaunay triangulations is to apply parallel refinements that insert Steiner points whose prestars in the triangulation do not overlap. We show that these algorithms can be implemented in O(log m) time using m processors, where m is the output size. To our knowledge, this is the first such analysis.
INTRODUCTION
Delaunay triangulation of a given geometric input can have triangles with very small angles, which are considered bad elements in many applications. By introducing new points, called the Steiner points we can improve the quality of the triangulation. However, for efficient use of the triangulations we would like to introduce as few points as possible. This geometric optimization problem, also known as the Steiner point triangulation problem, received great attention over the last decade. There are two main approaches to solve this problem, one uses well-balanced quad-trees [1] and the other uses an iterative circumcenter insertion strategy, called the Delaunay refinement [3, 7] .
Both the quadtree and the Delaunay refinement methods generate well-shaped meshes whose size is within a constant factor of the best possible. Quadtree methods have better (sequential and parallel) time complexity bounds than the * Research of the first author is partially supported by NSF under grant CCR-0112487. Research of the second author is partially supported by NSF under grants CCR-0311430 and CCR-0325630. Research of the third author is partially supported by NSF under grant CCR-00-86013. Delaunay refinement methods. In practice, however, Delaunay refinement methods often generate smaller meshes than the quadtree methods.
Prestar of a Steiner point x is the union of all simplices whose circumcircles contain x [4] . A parallelization of Delaunay refinement which inserts a set of Steiner points that has non-overlapping prestars is suggested by several groups [4, 5, 6] . These algorithms are practical, however their time complexity remained unanalyzed. Recently, the authors [8] presented the first provably good polylogarithmic time parallel Delaunay refinement algorithm. In this paper, we adapt the analysis framework introduced in [8] to give the first complexity analysis for parallel prestar-independent Steiner point insertion algorithms.
DELAUNAY REFINEMENT
We give a brief review of sequential Delaunay refinement algorithms. See [3, 4, 7, 8] for a detailed description. First step is to compute the Delaunay triangulation of the geometric input. For the simplicity of presentation, we assume that the input is pre-processed such that all the circumcenters of the Delaunay triangles lie inside the geometric input domain. Such a preprocessing scheme is described in [8] .
At each iteration, we choose a new Steiner point for insertion among the circumcenters of bad triangles, and the midpoints of existing boundary segments. A triangle is bad [7] if the ratio of its circumradius to the length of its shortest side is larger than a pre-specified constant β ≥ √ 2. Alternatively, Chew [3] considers a triangle badd if the ratio of its circumradius is larger than a pre-specified constant β ≥ √ 2s, where s is the smallest edge length in the input triangulation. A point is said to encroach a segment if it is inside the segment's diametral circle. Delaunay refinement algorithms iteratively insert the circumcenters of bad triangles that do not encroach any segments and the midpoints of segments that are encroached upon [3, 7] . Delaunay refinement algorithm presented by Chew [3] terminates with a quality-guaranteed quasi-uniform triangulation, while Ruppert's algorithm [7] terminates with a quality-guaranteed size-optimal Delaunay triangulation of the input domain. In the next two sections, we give a prestar-independent parallelization of Chew's algorithm and its analysis.
PARALLELIZING
When parallelizing a Delaunay refinement algorithm, at each iteration we try to insert as many Steiner points as possible. The key ingredient is to define a notion of indepen-dence that maximizes the performance of insertion. In [8] , the authors introduced a simple geometric rule for independence; two Steiner points are considered independent if their corresponding circumcircles do not contain each other's centers. We proved that this notion of independence allows us to implement Chew's algorithm in O(log m) iterations and Ruppert's algorithm in O(log 2 (L/s)) iterations, where L is the diameter of the input and s is the length of the shortest edge in the initial triangulation [8] . However, in practical implementations a stronger notion of independence might be more desirable.
The prestar of a point p ∈ Ω with respect to a triangulation T of a geometric input domain Ω ⊂ R 2 , denoted by prestarT (p), is the set of triangles whose circumcircles contain p [4] . The flower of a set of triangles is the union the circumcircles of them.
Definition 1. [Prestar-Independence] Two circumcentersċ andċ of triangles in a triangulation
In two dimensions, k = 0, 1, 2.
In their parallelization, Edelsbrunner and Guoy [4] used the 0-prestar-independence rule, whereas Nave et al. [5] employed the 1-prestar-independence. Key motivation is to be able to efficiently triangulate the prestars in parallel. Below we introduce a simple independence rule which implies 2-prestar-independence only, however allows efficient insertion as stated in the lemma following. 
Lemma 1. Let a and b be two independent Steiner point candidates in the Delaunay triangulation D of S. Then, (i) the edge ab do not belong to Delaunay triangulation of S S {a, b}; and (ii) a is not inside the flower(prestarD(b)).
The proof of the lemma is similar to that of Independence Lemma given by Edelsbrunner and Guoy [4] and hence omitted here. This lemma implies a straight-forward insertion algorithm, i.e. retriangulate the prestar of each Steiner vertex independently in parallel. Our iterative refinement method, called the PPII (Parallel Prestar Independent Insertion) algorithm, inserts a maximal independent set of circumcenters at each parallel iteration. Let ri denote the radius of the largest Delaunay circle at the end of iteration i. We consider only the candidate points whose corresponding circumcircles have size larger than ri/2. We extend the techniques described in [8] for computing a maximal independent subset of such candidate points and insert them all in parallel.
ANALYSIS
Lemma 2. For all i, either the PPII algorithm terminates by iteration k or r k ≤ 3ri/4, (or both), where k = i + 237.
Proof. Let ci denote the largest circle in the ith parallel iteration with centerċi and radius ri. Suppose to the contrary that r k ≥ β, (i.e., the PPII algorithm has not terminated by iteration k) and r k > 3ri/4. We first prove that for each iteration j, where i < j ≤ k, there exists a bad triangle with circumcircle c j , circumcenterċ j , and circumradius r j such that ||ċ j −ċ k || ≤ 3ri/4 and r j ≥ 3ri/4. (Note that r j is not necessarily same as rj.) This part of the proof employs a three-step dilation strategy that we described in the proof of Lemma 4 in [8] , and hence omitted here. The inequality ||ċ j −ċ k || ≤ 3ri/4. implies thatċ j is rejected in iteration j of the algorithm; otherwise, c k would not be empty in iteration k. At each iteration we select a maximal independent subset of the candidates. Hence, there is a center in conflict withċ j which is inserted. Let this center bė c j . The radius of c j is at least rj/2 by construction, and hence at least rj/2 ≥ r k /2 ≥ 3ri/8 (due to preprocessing of the input and encroachment rule, it is easy to see that rj ≥ r k for alll j < k). We also know that the radius of c j , is at most ri because r j is at most the radius of the largest Delaunay circle at iteration j which is at most ri. So,ċ j andċ j are at most 2ri away from each other. Hence,
. . ,ċ k } be the set of centers we have shown that were inserted in iterations j = i + 1, . . . , k. Let C be the corresponding set of circles. Due to Delaunay property, each circle c j ∈ C is empty of all the centerṡ c l where l < j. So the centers inĊ are pairwise at least 3ri/8 apart from each other, implying that the circles of radius 3ri/16 on these vertices are pairwise disjoint. The annulus containing these circles has area at most π(11/4 + 3/16) 2 r Extending our results for a prestar-independent parallelization of Ruppert's algorithm and also to three dimensions involve technical challenges and will be future research.
